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House Resolution 1640

By: Representatives Stephens of the 164th, Franklin of the 160th, and Sainz of the 180th 

A RESOLUTION

Commending C&H Precision's dedication to the State of Georgia and recognizing March 28,1

2024, as C&H Precision Day at the state capitol; and for other purposes.2

WHEREAS, Georgia continues to be a leader in manufacturing job creation for both large3

and small businesses; and4

WHEREAS, C&H Precision is a veteran-owned and family-operated small business located5

in Richmond Hill, Georgia; and6

WHEREAS, C&H Precision first opened its doors in 2012, primarily focusing on building7

custom precision rifles for competition, hunting, and sport; and8

WHEREAS, in 2017, C&H Precision relocated to Bryan County and began to design and9

manufacture precision-machined optic adapter plates to mount red dots on pistols as well as10

pistol slide milling upgrades; and11

WHEREAS, since 2017, C&H Precision has grown from five employees to over 3012

employees, expecting to reach 100 employees by 2026; and13
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WHEREAS, C&H Precision has built a reputation as the gold standard for reliable precision14

optics mounting hardware for pistols, serving professionals in all sectors of law enforcement,15

military units across the globe, and federal agencies such as the FBI, ATF, and USMS; and16

WHEREAS, the company's culture of innovation fuels its ability to pioneer groundbreaking17

technologies and implement unique design features, positioning it at the forefront of18

advancements within the field; and19

WHEREAS, in 2023, C&H Precision was named the "fastest-growing" manufacturer in the20

Southeast by Inc. Magazine; and21

WHEREAS, C&H Precision's sterling reputation for reliability, trustworthiness, and integrity22

further solidifies its status as the best of the best, and it continues to prioritize community23

engagement as well as actively participate in initiatives that display a steadfast commitment24

to the well-being of the community; and25

WHEREAS, on March 4, 2024, C&H Precision broke ground for the construction of its new26

50,000 square-foot facility, which is scheduled to open in 2025; and27

WHEREAS, the new C&H Precision manufacturing facility in Bryan County will feature its28

own gun range and coffee shop for customers and employees; and29

WHEREAS, law enforcement officers from across the region will be able to access the new30

facility for enhanced training; and31
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WHEREAS, this expansion is a monumental milestone, creating hundreds of high-paying32

jobs and investing in the future of our community, and it will serve as a catalyst for regional33

prosperity.34

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES that35

the members of this body commend C&H Precision, Founder Buck Holly, and all dynamic36

C&H employees for a job well done; congratulate them on their expansion into a new37

state-of-the-art facility; and recognize March 28, 2024, as C&H Precision Day at the state38

capitol.39

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Clerk of the House of Representatives is authorized40

and directed to make appropriate copies of this resolution available for distribution to the41

public and the press.42
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